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It gives me immense pleasure to let you all know that Department of Surgery,Breast Care Unit
and research centre at Anwer Khan Modern Medical College and Hospital is going to organize
2nd live surgery & workshop on Oncoplastic breast surgery, March,2020. This surgical
workshop and scientific session will bring great opportunity for the surgeons of Bangladesh to
exchange their views with foreign surgeons & oncologist. This workshop & scientific session
will be helpful for our surgeons to provide world-class advanced service. As one of the leading
healthcare organization in Bangladesh ,Anwer khan Modern Medical Hospital has created
Breast care unit in Bangladesh and their focus should be on providing care and aim should be
delivering high quality care.
I would like to convey my greetings to all the surgeons, foreign delegates and all the
participants in this 2nd live surgery and workshop on Oncoplastic breast surgery. I wish all the
success of this live surgery and workshop I wish all the best & looking forward to a very
successful live surgery workshop.

Dr. Shahryar Nabi
Dean, Medicine Faculty, Dhaka University
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Prof. Dr. Ekhlasur Rahman

Principal, Anwer Khan Modern Medical College

Message
Anwer Khan Modern Medical College & Hospital is committed to ensure quality of health services to
all citizens of Bangladesh. We are trying to strengthen the health facilities by adopting strategies for
the best use of all available resources and restructuring management systems. I am pleased to know
that Breast Care Unit, Department of Surgery is successfully arranging the Live surgery & Workshop
on Oncoplastic breast surgery for the second time.
As there are no nationally applicable standard protocols or-guidelines for managing breast cancer in
Bangladesh, the quality of treatment varies widely. Only a few patients have the opportunity to get
treatment at well-equipped private hospitals that use international standard protocols. In addition,
afﬂuent people often prefer to travel to neighboring countries – Singapore, Thailand and India to
seek high-quality treatment. This conference will highlight the proper guideline for management of
breast cancer patients in Bangladesh. Anwer khan Modern Medical College and Hospital has
created history to set up a Breast Care Unit for the first time in Bangladesh where our aim should be
multidisciplinary treatment pathway as world have progressed with research and evidence based
management of breast cancer surgery. It will enlighten the knowledge about appropriate breast
cancer patient management right here in Bangladesh so that people in our country will be able to
receive high quality treatment without having to travel abroad.
I would also like to thank the workforce engaged in the arrangement of the live surgery and workshop
and would like to welcome all the foreign delegates who have come this far to Dhaka to share their
valuable knowledge with us in this conference.
I look forward to see more innovative ideas and activities that will ultimately help us to start evidence
based multidisciplinary treatment of breast cancer in Anwer Khan Modern Medical College and
Hospital which eventually will become a Centre of excellence for treatment of breast cancer.

Prof.Dr. Ekhlasur Rahman
Principal, Anwer Khan Modern Medical College
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INTRODUCTION
Breast symptoms are common occurrences in the female all over the world. Symptoms could
be trivial and respond to simple remedies. However, some symptoms become source of
concern for both the patient and the clinicians especially when they become persistent. The
major concern has been the possibility of occurrence of breast cancer. Breast cancer is usually
asymptomatic in the early stages during which it is curable, this is the paradox of breast
cancer. Therefore, screening for breast cancer appears to be the viable option in reducing the
mortality and morbidity of breast cancer. Breast screening in UK has already proved to be
effective as 25% reduction of breast cancer related mortality since its introduction over 30
years.
Surgical evaluation of the symptomatic patients by triple assessment, namely, clinical
examination of the breast, mammography, and breast biopsy for definitive histological
diagnosis is required in many patients.
Patients coming with breast symptoms should be investigated with a mammogram if over 35
years with or without ultrasound scan depending on clinical and mammographic findings,
tissue diagnosis with core biopsies in certain cases.
Some common presentations and their management are discussed below.
Less is more:BCS vs Mastectomy
Axillary clearance vs SNB
Axillary clearance for SNB positive vs Axillary RT
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Breast surgery is more than just surgery.
It offers a holistic approach to patient
care, underpinned by a strong ethos of
team working.
It is undoubtedly an emotionally and
physically demanding specialty—with the
patient always the main focus, nothing is
ever routine!
Breast is definitely best!
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ABSTRACT

DR.MD ZAKER ULLAH

MBBS, FRCSEd, FRCS (Gen Surg)
Consultant Oncoplastic Breast & General Surgeon
Whipps Cross University Hospital
Barts Health NHS Trust, London, UK
ONCOPLASTIC BREAST SURGERY -BASIC AND ADVANCED APPROACHES
Oncoplastic breast surgery is a relatively new concept. Oncological safety is paramount before
considering the ‘plastic’ part of oncoplastic breast surgery. The basic and advanced
approaches of oncoplastic breast surgery require proper training and practice and I will
discuss oncoplastic surgical methods and techniques of breast surgery in my presentation.
THE LATEST CONCEPTS OF AXILLA MANAGEMENT FOR BREAST CANCER PATIENTS
Breast cancer surgery is always associated with the assessment of axillae of patients. The
traditional approach of axillary clearance for all cancer patients has been challenged and
found to be unnecessary and harmful for the majority of cases. With minimal approach to
axillae a better outcome can be seen after careful assessment of all breast cancer patients. I
will discuss the latest approaches and techniques in my presentation.
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Professor and Chief
Division of Surgical Oncology and Endocrine Surgery
University of Texas Health Science Centre
San Antonio, Texas, USA
MANAGEMENT OF WOMEN WITH A HEREDITARY PRE-DISPOSITION FOR BREAST CANCER
Pathogenic mutations in the BRCA 1, BRCA 2, PTEN, P53, STK11, CDH1, and PALB2 genes may
dramatically increase a woman’s risk of developing breast cancer.
Women with such a hereditary breast cancer predisposition may consider three management options:
screening, chemoprevention (risk-reducing medication) and risk-reducing surgery. However, no randomized
trials have addressed the effect of these strategies in mutation carriers. In the general population,
randomized trials failed to demonstrate a benefit for screening in premenopausal women. Moreover,
although chemoprevention reduces breast cancer incidence in high-risk populations, this benefit is potentially
confined to estrogen receptor-positive tumors. Finally, observational studies suggest that prophylactic
mastectomy and even prophylactic salpingo-ophorectomy reduces breast cancer risk in BRCA mutation
carriers, but there are systematic biases associated with such studies. These observational studies suggest
that, in BRCA mutation carriers, bilateral prophylactic mastectomy may reduce breast cancer risk by up to
90% and the combination of bilateral prophylactic mastectomy and bilateral salpingo-ophorectomy (in
pre-menopausal women) may reduce breast cancer risk by up to 95%. Women with a hereditary
predisposition for breast cancer should be informed of these three risk-reducing strategies, but they should
also be informed that the benefits of these risk-reducing strategies are not fully understood.
SURGICAL MANAGEMENT OF PALPABLE BREAST CANCER
In western countries, women with primary breast cancer often consider three surgical options:
breast-conserving surgery (BCS), mastectomy (MT), and mastectomy with contralateral prophylactic
mastectomy (MT + CPM). In each case, the ipsilateral axilla (if clinically node-negative) is generally
managed with a sentinel node biopsy and possibly an axillary lymph node dissection. For clinically
node-positive patients, we generally proceed directly to axillary lymph node dissection. BCS generally
requires breast radiotherapy, except in older women having tumors with a favorable prognosis who will
receive endocrine therapy. In contrast, women treated with MT generally do not require radiotherapy,
except for those with large tumors or metastases to the axillary nodes. Moreover, MT and MT + CPM are
usually undertaken with breast reconstruction. Today, most patients are suitable candidates for BCS, with
a few relative contraindications. Thus, early pregnancy, previous radiotherapy to the breasts, active
collagen vascular disease, multi-centric breast cancer, large tumors (although neo- adjuvant systemic
therapy can often reduce tumor size), and the presence of the BRCA mutation are all relative
contraindications to BCS. BRCA mutation carriers should consider MT + CPM because their risk of
contralateral breast cancer is greatly increased. In the U.S., the use of MT for the treatment of primary
breast cancer has declined in recent years, while MT + CPM rates have increased, and BCS rates have
remained relatively stable. In my opinion, CPM is rarely justifiable, and the reasons for the underlying
trends are not fully understood. Local therapy options should be discussed with each patient in
considerable detail.
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MANAGEMENT OF NON PALPABLE BREAST CANCER:
Breast cancer is the most common cancer and the second leading cause of death amongst
women in Europe and the leading cause of death in women in forties. With the introduction of
breast screening, high quality digital mammography, increase public awareness; has seen
an increase in diagnosis of non palpable, smaller breast cancers. Accurate localisation of
small, nonpalpable breast lesions is mandatory for accurate surgical management. Breast
cancer screening has brought a shift towards earlier detection of non-palpable breast lumps.
In Bangladesh, although most breast cancer presented at advanced stage but due to increase
awareness, early and nonpalpable breast cancers are diagnosed at increasing rate. The
incidence of malignancy among these non-palpable lesions varies between 20-30%.
Wire guided wide local excision : Gold standard for the last three decades and the reliability
is 99–100%. . Other options are Intra Operative Ultrasonogram (IOUS), Radioguided Occult
Lesion Localization Technique( ROLL), Radioguided Seed Localization Technique: RSL,
Radiofrequency seed : Latest method of tumor localization with more advantage.
BCS is oncologically safe without compromising aesthetics which has significant positive
impact on quality of life. Adjuvant treatment with RT, Hormones are deemed sufficient without
using chemotherapy depending on histology with immunocytochemistry. Widespread DCIS
can still be nonpalpable and may require mastectomy and SNB with or without immediate
reconstruction, subject to patient suitability.
Conservative treatment of breast cancer is oncologically safe & involves Team Work.
Specimen should be oriented, not cut opened. 1 mm clear margin histologically is deemed
safe. Good Information to the patient about local recurrence, survival, therapeutic alternatives
and Experience, Logistical support, and Multidisciplinary approach is key to success.
Optimization of patient selection for breast conservation, improvements in preoperative
assessment of the extent of disease, advances in percutaneous biopsy technology to minimize
histologic underestimation, and improved use of sentinel lymph node biopsy may allow more
women to achieve therapeutic results in one operation.
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BREAST CANCER IN PREGNANCY
Breast cancer remains the most common cancer in women, with a lifetime risk of 11% in the World.
Overall increase in the incidence of breast cancer but in the UK mortality has fallen by over 30% in the last
decade. Breast cancer during pregnancy is rare and requires MDT management.
Breast cancer is reported in 1 in every 3,000 pregnancies. Age 32-38 at diagnosis. Most are able to carry
on with their pregnancy (1). The aim is to balance treatment for cancer and keeping both mother and baby
safe and well. Usually diagnosed with a US guided core. a mammogram with shield protecting baby from
radiation will give baseline mammographic findings for future comparison. 5-year survival is around 80%
for the under 50s age group; lower in very young women (3).
Pregnancy-associated breast cancer in Younger population will have higher risk of metastases,
High-grade, ER-ve tumours,: inferior prognosis.(5)
Treatment of pregnancy-associated cancer should be multidisciplinary team (4) with inclusion of the
obstetric team as core members, Breast surgeons, fertility specialists and midwives as well as oncologists
and breast care nurses. There is no level 1 evidence on pregnancy and breast cancer. There are some
well-designed observational studies. Recommendations for practice are limited (2) Young women
presenting with breast cancer often have fertility-related concerns(7–9)
Need well-informed discussions on : Fertility, Pregnancy and Lactation after breast cancer and the
availability of fertility preservation procedures.
Women presenting with a breast lump during pregnancy should be referred to a breast specialist team
Ultrasound: if suspicious, Mammography: with fetal shielding Tissue diagnosis is with ultrasound-guided
core biopsy for histology (Grade, ER,PR, HER2 status).
If US axilla shows abnormal nodes: US core
MRI with gadolinium can be done if needed. US Liver, CXR for staging if needed.
Whole body bone scanning, Pelvic X-ray, Computed tomography: Not recommended due to possible
effect of irradiation on the fetus.
Bone involvement: a plain film of the relevant area and/or magnetic resonance imaging to minimize
radiation exposure to the fetus. CA15-3,CEA and CA125 : NOT recommended
Consideration of termination of pregnancy based on careful discussion (on Cancer prognosis, Treatment
and Future fertility) with the woman and her partner and multidisciplinary team.
Surgical treatment in all trimesters. BCS , MXt depending on size, extensity, SNB can be done with
isotope.
Breast cancer in pregnancy is a complex problem and should be treated by a multidisciplinary approach
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Outcome Data : Anwer Khan Modern Breast Care Unit & Research Centre
Introduction : Our focus should be on providing right care, right place, right time, first time and
everything we do should be aimed at delivering high-quality care.
Our Mission: Integrated breast screening. Comprehensive multidisciplinary approach . We
follow evidence-based guideline for the treatment of breast cancer & the days of one size fits
all (mastectomy and axillary clearance) is a thing of the past.
WE ARE DOING MODERN ONCOPLASTIC SURGERIES AND TREATMENT ACCORDING
TO UK NICE GUIDELINES UNDER DIRECT SUPERVISION OF DR. SK FARID AHMED.
Starting: Memorandum of understanding (MoU) was signed on 2nd March 2019 between Dr.
Anwer Hossain Khan MP, Managing Director of AKMMCH and Dr.SK Farid Ahmed,
Oncoplastic breast surgeon, Breast Unit, Wycombe Hospital, Buckinghamshire Healthcare
NHS Trust, UK.
Logistical Development : Introduction of
Hydro-mark in Bangladesh for pre-neo adjuvant chemotherapy, Wire guide in Bangladesh for
non-palpable breast lesion, Acellular Dermal Matrix, Gamma probe for SNB
Following NICE & ABSguide line with modification based on local needs. Predict tool
(https://breast.predict.nhs.uk/tool )
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We use software for data collection
Skill development: 12 surgeons so far, 2 radiologists, 2 breast screening medical officers
& one breast care nurse .
Data entry by personal software: developed by only breast unit and only for breast cancer.
Total patients– 1694.
Nipple discharge 218 (12.868%), palpable Breast Lump 429
(25.324%), Screening 65 (3.837%), Mastalgia 577 (34.061%), Non-palpable lesion 97
(5.72%),
Carcinoma 171 (10.094%), Mastitis 70 (4.132%), Axillary tail 55 (3.24%), Teitz's syndrome 5
(.29%), Others, eg sebaceous cyst( 7 (0.41%),
Total breast diseases: Benign diseases 1523 (89.9%), Malignant 171 (10.09%)
Mastitis: 70 cases Tubercular Granulomatous mastitis 34(operated),
Granulomatous mastitis 1(operated), Peri-ductal mastitis 25, Lactational 10,

Idiopathic

Total breast cancer patient attended in Clinic : 171 , We operated only 65 cases, rest 106
patients are went elsewhere.
Core biopsy histopathology: IDC- 126 (73.7%), DCIS- 37 (21.6%), ILC- 5 (2.9%), Malignant
Phyllodes- 3 (1.7%)
Total cancer patients operated : 65 , palpable: 41, nonpalpable 24.
Surgery in Breast : Mastectomy- 7(10.77%) & Breast conserving surgery- 58(89.23%).
Breast conserving surgery for cancer : 58, Macrodochectomy/ Hadfield- 10, WLE: 34, US
marked WLE:4, WG WLE-10
Mastectomy -7
Surgery in Axilla: Axillary Clearance: 24 ( 36.9%), (SNB positive-3, node positive-21), SNB:
27 (41.5%), No axillary surgery : 17 (26.15%)
Total SNB: 27. (Reactive: 10, Negative:14 & Positive:3)
We use predict tool for assessment adjuvant treatment.
Hadfield/ Major duct excision/ macrodochectomy: 21, (DCIS- 10 & Fibrocystic- 11).
Chemotherapy : Neoadjuvant- 5 (grade 1, size 6cm), ( grade 2, size 5cm), ( grade 2, 3cm,
TNBC), ( grade 3, 3.4 cm, TNBC), (Grade 2, 3.2 cm , TNBC).
No chemotherapy needed- 18,(DCIS- 3 Malignant phylloides- 1 IDC-1),
Adjuvant chemotherapy- 38
Total Hydro mark given : 5 (patient received chemotherapy)
Nipple Skin sparing mastectomy with immediate implant reconstruction: High grade
DCIS- two site cancer each 2 cm. initial operation was unplanned ,margin was not oriented.
Cavity shaving was no possible due to breast size small
Genetic testing- BRCA1 BRCA2 & P53: Advised - 31,Done-5 ,Positive-4(all P53),Negative -1,
Risk reducing / prophylactic mastectomy : 1(cancer one side with P53 gene pathogenic
mutation )
Neoadjuvant -5, Adjuvant -55, Primary -1, Her 2 -+ve: 4
Level 1 Oncoplastic Surgery: Total 56, WG WLE 10, Macrodochectomy/ Hadfield- 10,
WLE-32 US marked WLE 4.
Level 2 Oncoplastic Surgery: Reconstruction surgery – 1, Therapeutic mammoplasty-2
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Wire guided wide local excision : 12(Benign -2, NAC -4, DCIS - 2, IDC - 4).
Risk reducing surgery:1 (Due to p53 pathogenic mutation).
Benign Operation : 8. WLE- 21, WGWLE- 2, Hadfield -11, Simple lumpectomy- 31, Incision
drainage for abscess -8, axillary tail-5, sebaceous cyst 3
Vision for Future: Initiating Breast screening programme. Wider Public awareness.
Fellowship on Onco-plastic breast surgery. Further development to embrace modern way of
managing breast cancer, a. Surgical approach, b. Oncological Rx, c. Quality pathology report.
Less is more.
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ROLE OF INTERVENTIONAL RADIOLOGY IN BREAST CANCER MANAGEMENT
In the past two decades, new and improved imaging technologies and the use of breast cancer screening
have led to the detection of smaller and earlier-stage breast cancers. The practice of breast interventions
has come a long way since the first imaging-guided needle localization procedures were reported1,2,3.
New modalities lead to the requirement of new interventions. With improvements in ultrasound came the
advent of ultrasound-guided breast biopsy4,5. With the development of stereotactic imaging came
stereotactic-guided intervention6,7. For palpable lesions, clinical guidance may be sufficient but
radiological control allows more precise targeting. For subclinical lesions, radiological guidance is
essential, and several different criteria affect the choice of type of imaging used which are rapidity, cost,
irradiation, better visualization of the abnormality, availability of the technique, the team's experience.
These enables surgeon to remove impalpable lesion with accuracy and with good cosmetics without
compromising oncologically safety. The two main guidance methods are Mammography and Ultrasound.
Other methods include MRI and CT.
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Associate Professor, Radiation Oncology
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ROLE OF ENDOCRINE THERAPY IN BREAST CANCER.
Breast cancer is the leading cancer for women in Bangladesh. Endocrine treatment is one of the major
therapeutic option for patients with estrogen-receptor positive breast tumors. Selective estrogen-receptor
modulators (SERMs), such as Tamoxifen, Aromatase inhibitors and GnRH agonists are the drugs of
choice. Tamoxifen, a partial nonsteroidal estrogen agonist, is a type II competitive inhibitor of estradiol
receptor and the prototype of SERMs. Aromatase inhibitors significantly lower serum estradiol
concentration in postmenopausal patients, having no detectable effects on adrenocortical steroids
formation and GnRH agonists suppress ovarian function. Endocrine therapy has a potential role in DCIS,
LCIS ,Early, Locally advanced and in metastatic stage. It is also used as chemoprevention to reduce the
risk of cancer development. Endocrine treatment is usually considered a standard choice for patients with
estrogen-receptor positive cancers and in advanced disease without visceral crisis or for older patients
unfit for aggressive chemotherapy regimens.
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Title: Neo-adjuvant chemotherapy when to initiate and when to avoid?
Neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NACT) in breast cancer is an established modality for locally advanced and
triple negative breast cancer patients. This offers increase percentage of number of breast conservation
against mastectomy. In the process of treatment with NACT a significant percentage of patients achieve
complete pathological response. This complete pathological response is considered as surrogate of good
prognosis. Addition of targeted therapy like Trastuzumab and Pertuzumab in Her2Neu positive cases
offers additional percentage of complete pathological response. In case of poor response to NACT cases
this modality offers opportunity for the application of modified regime of chemotherapy. Appropriate
selection of patients and chemotherapy protocol is critical to achieve the optimum outcome of NACT in
breast cancer patients. Meta-analysis by Laura M. Spring et.al of 52 publications covering totaling 27,895
patients concluded that pCR after neoadjuvant chemotherapy is associated with significantly better EFS
and overall survival.
Title:Axilla radio-therapy in breast cancer- for whom, Why and How?
Axilla radiotherapy (RT) plays an important role in breast cancer treatment. After mastectomy and breast
conservation surgery axilla radiation therapy is indicated in node positive and high-risk group patients.In
EBCTCG meta-analysis showed that RT offers local control (LC) and overall survival (OS) benefit in node
positive breast cancer patients after mastectomy. Significant percentage of axillary failure was observed
in Danish 82b and 82c Trials. Similar outcome of LC is observed in case of breast conservation surgery
for node positive breast cancer patients in MA 20 trial.
In land mark trial ACOSOG Z0011 trial and AMAROS trial axilla RT was proved non inferior to surgery in
Sentinel node positive cases with less morbidity. This made axilla RT as standard treatment in this group
of patients against surgery. Adequate target coverage in axilla RT is critical and appropriate technique is
required to ensure this adequate coverage. In retrospective analysis of landmark trial ACOSOG Z0011
Treatment of axilla is important when it is indicated. But use of appropriate technique to ensure adequate
coverage of the target and avoid unnecessary toxicity is important.
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